
B.2 What was accomplished under these goals?

Major Activities this period focused on accrual of serum and plasma samples from
consented Black, White and Hispanic men prior to prostate biopsy, Collections across the
CaRE2 Center included USC, UF Gainesville and UF Jacksonville campuses. Accrual of
samples came to a halt during COVID-19 shutdown of CaRE2 UF and USC institutions and
clinics. Accrual resumed in April 2021, and we anticipate a steady rate for procurement of the
serum and plasma samples needed to complete Aims 1, 2 and 3.

Major Activities also included Dr. Reams and two FAMU students spending a
mini-sabbatical at USC in the Cohen Lab plans were cancelled due to COVID travel
restrictions, Dr. Reams trained students virtually at Florida A&M University for summer
2020 and for summer 2021.

1. The specific objective for this reporting period remained the same as in B1. Dr. Reams
continued work on Aim 3 and thus focused on acquisition of a minimum of 15
normal/tumor FFPE prostate samples for each of the following race groups, Black,
Hispanic and Whites. As of June 2021, The CaRE2 Tissue Modeling Cores at USC and
UF shipped all the needed FFPE prostate tumor biospecimen to Dr Reams at her FAMU
laboratory. Dr. Reams now has the biospecimen needed for her RNA Seq studies and
will share her RNA Seq raw data with USC Project 1 Collaborator, Dr Pinchas Cohen,
who will use to perform secondary data analysis on Reams’ RNASeq data set using
MDP Seq
bioinformatic too,l
which sorts
patient with the
same disease into
subgroups with
distinct gene
expression
profiles. The
Project 1 PIs will
complete Aim 1 thru
4 in year 4, giving In
Kind Effort beyond the
August 31, 2021,
fiscal end date of
Project 1.

2. Significant Results
● Contribution of

Mito-transcriptome and its Relation to Cancer Severity Identified: Aim 3: Using Dr.
Reams’ pilot RNA Seq data set from African American Normal/Tumor Prostate, the
Cohen group used MDP Seq and discovered two Mitochondrial Derived Peptides,
denoted as 144B and 143B. Peptides 144B and 143B are two peptides derived from
ORF that are differentially expressed in Blacks, in Prostate Cancer and in response to
androgens.



● Association between Mitochondrial Derived SNPS and Prostate Cancer Risk:
Identified, MDP SNPs that incur risk of CaP in Black Men and mtDNA copy number and
risk of CaP in Black and White Men.

● In the Figure on the left, Mitochondrial Peptide 144B shows decreased expression
in prostate tumor relative to non-tumor tissue in Whites but note that an opposite
trend is seen in blacks when comparing normal vs tumor.



3. Key Outcomes and Other Achievements: Extraction of RNA from FFPE prostate
tumor archival tissues yielded quality when Form Apure XL DNA/RNA isolation kit was

used.
However, it
appears that
prior to RNA
Sequencing
total ribosomal
RNA was
removed and
we were not
able to
evaluate the

prostate mito-transcriptome from men of various ethnicities for divergent expression of
MDP transcripts and their relation to cancer severity and ethnic origin. We are working
with the BSMC Core and the Tumor Modeling Core on this matter.


